
 

   

 



 
 
 

1. Writers of Color (@WritersofColor) 

This Twitter feed shares writing tips, advice, opportunities and paid jobs 

specifically for black writers. 

 

2. Joseph Kimble (@ProfJoeKimble )  

Joseph Kimble is a writing professor and an advocate for plain language. His feed 

is a treasure of common writing problems and solutions. From his feed, you can 

learn to make your writing cleaner and easier for your readers. 

 

3. Jon Winokur ( @AdvicetoWriters ) 

This feed curates wisdom and advice from classic and modern writers’ thoughts, 

habits, and experiences.  

 

4. Carol Tice (@ticewrites ) 

Carol Tice is also the founder of Make a Living Writing. She tweets helpful tips and 

strategies for writers to maximize their income. 

 

5. David Perell ( @david_perell) 

David runs a writing course called Write of Passage, and tweets about writing and 

active online learning. Everyday, he shares at least one writing tip that you'll find 

useful.  

   

 
   

https://twitter.com/writersofcolor?lang=en
https://twitter.com/ProfJoeKimble
https://twitter.com/AdviceToWriters
https://twitter.com/ticewrites
https://www.makealivingwriting.com/
https://twitter.com/david_perell?s=21
https://www.perell.com/write-of-passage


 
 

 

6. Week of Saturdays (@weekofsaturdays ) 

Week of Saturdays feed shares insights on writing and the business of writing 

online. This feed also shares weekly curation of writing opportunities to get you 

working and paid.   

 

7. Ayomide Ofulue (@AyomideOfulue ) 

Ayomide Ofulue tweets about writing, self-improvement and leveraging the 

internet to expand your reach. 

 

8. Elna Cain ( @ecainwrites ) 

Whether you're a new writer looking for writing tips or business strategies, Elna 

Cain’s feed is a trove for B2B writers as she shares regular content to assist 

writers in their job search.  

 

9. Harry's Marketing Examples (@GoodMarketingHQ ) 

Good Marketing HQ is a goldmine for writers and creatives. Run by Harry Dry, this 

Twitter feed shares short punchy templates and advice that will definitely improve 

your writing style.  

 

10. Kat Boogaard ( @kat_boogaard) 

Kat Boogard’s Twitter feed shares freelance writing tips and resources for 

beginners. Her personality and real-time updates inspire you to improve your skills 

to get more opportunities. 

 

 
   

https://twitter.com/weekofsaturdays
https://twitter.com/AyomideOfulue
https://twitter.com/ecainwrites
https://twitter.com/goodmarketinghq
https://twitter.com/kat_boogaard

